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The model’s ingredients

• Increasing returns technology: Use of the modern technology 
depends on market size for the product

• Hierarchy of needs preferences: People consume one unit of each 
good, in a given order: Market size depends on income distribution

• Fixed overhead cost in terms of skills: The size of the middle class 
depends on the range of goods that use the modern technology



Increasing returns

• An old, traditional technology uses raw labor, paid 𝑤 = 1 and has 
constant returns: any good can be produced and sold at constant 
labor cost and price 𝑐𝑂

• For each good, modern technology allows to produce at a lower 
marginal cost 𝑐𝑁 , with a fixed overhead cost of skilled workers 𝑚, paid 
𝜔

• Modern technology is owned by a single « capitalist » or « oligarch »

• If in place, capitalist gets the whole market and charges at limit price 
𝑐𝑂, earning 𝜋 𝑦 = 𝑐𝑂 − 𝑐𝑁 𝑦 − 𝑚𝜔



Hierarchy of needs and income distribution

• Agent of skill s has an income equal to 1 + 𝜔𝑠

• Each agent consumes n goods, paid at 𝑐𝑂

• Therefore, 𝑛 =
1+𝜔𝑠

𝑐𝑂

• Market size for good j is proportional to the number of people who 
are rich enough to buy it

• That is, those that are richer than 𝑐𝑂𝑛

• It depends on the returns to skills and on the distribution of s



Industrialization and the demand for skills

• The more highly ranked a good, the lower its market size

• There is a cutoff rank 𝑗∗ such that goods are industrialized iff 𝑗 ≤ 𝑗∗ 

• The demand for skills, and therefore the size of the middle class, 
depends on 𝑗∗ :

𝑆 = 𝑚𝑗∗

• Skill acquisition depends on the returns to skills
𝑆 = 𝑆(𝜔)



Equilibrium determination

• The demand for skills must equal the supply of skills:
𝑆 𝜔 = 𝑚𝑗∗

• The profits of the critical good 𝑗∗ must be equal to zero
𝑐𝑂 − 𝑐𝑁 𝑦 𝑗∗ − 𝑚𝜔 = 0



Complementarities

• The size of the middle class depends on the number of goods that are 
industrialized

• In turn, a larger middle class raises the breadth of goods that have a 
critical market size

• Thus, the middle class is self-sustaining



When do complementarities prevail?

• Consider an increase in the skilled wage 𝜔

• Its impact effect is to reduce profits in the modern sector, thus 
reducing 𝑗∗

• At the same time, it raises y(j)

• If the latter effect is strong enough, net demand for skills goes up
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Comparing equilibria



Risk of collapse

• Under multiple equilibria, beliefs that the returns to skill and the 
middle class will collapse are self-fulfilling

• A small change in parameter values may destroy an equilibrium

• This may trigger a large, catastrophic change in the returns to skills, 
the size of the middle class, and the size of the individual sector.
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The stability of bureaucracy



Relationship with market concentration

• Recent literature documents an upward trend in concentration

• Taken literally, a fall in 𝑗∗, reduces the number of concentrated sectors

• However, to the extent that the richest workers may be poorer, the 
share of concentrated sectors need not go up
• But richest workers haven’t suffered from polarization/fall in skill returns

• Furthermore, evidence on greater concentration has been challeged 
recently



(Source: Benkard et al. (2021))



Relationship with productivity slowdown

• The relative shrinkage of the industrial sector should lead to an 
overall productivity slowdown

• This is consistent with recent evidence

• Despite the reduction in number of sectors with monopoly rents, 
aggregate profits need not fall

• Model is not inconsistent with upward trend in the profit share



Source: Haun and Sargent (2023)



Source: Karabarbounis (2023)



Dynamics of collapse

• Early phases of development: skills are scarce and their returns are 
high

• Society gradually accumulates skills

• At some point, it may enter a « danger zone » where, due to 
abundant skills, a low equilibrium arises

• Following a collapse, new entrants no longer accumulate skills

• Returns go up again, igniting a new cycle



Applying the model to AI

• AI may collapse the demand for skills
• We interpret it as an innovation that reduces m to zero in the model

• The middle class collapses: only the working class and the oligarchs remain

• This may backfire upon business: No market for many goods mass-
produced ➔ The AI society self-destroys

• Two options for « Oligarchs » to sustain consumer society
• UBI/Redistribution

• Post-fordism: blocking AI







Conflicts of interest among oligarchs

• Producers of basic goods will continue to serve the whole market and 
benefit from replacing overhead skilled workers with AI

• Producers of more sophisticated goods may end up see their market 
base vanish

• Both UBI and Post-fordism are more likely to benefit the latter.

• Which is preferable?

• It depends on the decision process



The decisive oligarch paradigm

• Decisions coincide with the preferences of a decisive « oligarch »

• If decisive oligarch has a high enough j, it would disappear under AI

• But it could avoid that by setting a high enough tax rate on profits to 
finance UBI

• Despite such taxation, one can show that it is « typically » preferable 
to blocking AI (Post-fordism)

• This is due to « rectangular dominance »



Rectangular dominance

• Having some goods with positive overhead costs and less than total 
market share somewhat entails a profit loss (as well as a utilitarian 
welfare loss)

• One could save on fixed costs by having the same number of physical 
units sold but broken down among fewer varieties

• This is somewhat replicated by UBI, since all workers have the same 
total income
• Hence, all industrial goods have a total market share



When would the decisive oligarch prefer PF?

• Profits are higher for the DO if he can pick a tax rate such that 
everybody will buy his good, instead of paying market skilled wage to 
overhead and have a less than full market share

• For PF to prevail, we need one of two things:
• There is a limit to the tax rate that can be imposed under AI/UBI (upper or 

lower)

• AI changes the balance of power and the identity of the decisive voter
• Perhaps because the working class is more homogeneous and organized and weighs 

more in outcomes



The Lobbying paradigm

• Organized interests contribute to policies by offering a « menu 
auction »

• Policymakers select outcomes that maximize their lobbying revenues

• It is shown that the equilibrium outcome maximizes the aggregate 
utilitarian payoff of all the organized interests
• Utilitarian social optimum if everybody is organized

• Here, assuming only oligarchs are organized, decision will maximize 
aggregate profits



Key results

• Under AI, aggregate profits are higher under no UBI
• Taxing profits so that people purchase more goods cannot raise aggregate 

profits, only the profits of the « new » oligarchs

• Hence industrialists who produce basic goods are able to outbid sophisticated 
ones to ban UBI

• Aggregate profits are higher under AI than under post-fordism
• This is due again to rectangular dominance

• Sophisticated ones are outbid by basic ones in their move to preserve the PF 
society



Outcome under lobbying

• The middle class collapses

• Business blocks redistribution

• A small number of firms sells a small range of basic goods to 
everybody

• Their profits are large due to an ICT-based technology

• It may be that a minimum level of redistribution remains

• In this case, lobbyists may maintain the PF solution
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